
Delegation to the Islands Trust Council from
Michael Sketch for the fourth quarter business meeting.

6 December, 2017 at 2:00 pm, the Victoria Marriott Hotel

Significance of the joint Confederation and Federation governance model
in preserving and protecting Trust Area agricultural soil ecosystems

   Confederation Trust area policy and regulation - 
Federation local government policy and regulation -

Local planning services   

Ladies and gentlemen of Trust Council, Staff and the public - My submission to Trust  
Council is founded on respect for the potential of the Islands Trust Act. First and most  
important, I ask Trust Council to direct change in the delivery of planning services to  
LTC decision makers to better realize the potential for preservation and protection in  
the Act. As said in the courts, the requirement to preserve and protect is no mere piety.
Where there is application for a change in land use in the Trust area, I advocate that  
LTC local government decision makers consider and then follow that application using  
assessment resources in order of importance:
1) Confederation Trust area policy and regulation
2) Federation local government policy and regulation
This needs explanation and I shall. But from the public perspective, current practice is  
for LTCs to receive and to use these assessment resources in reverse order.
the governance model
The Act establishes a governance model which we see as a green flag for nature's 
interests and the public interest in the Trust area. There are intrinsic checks and  
balances to preserve and protect amenities and environment; the model is unique in  
Canada. Assuming the best in our human nature, we will speak for nature's interests  
using the tools of the Islands Trust Act to best advantage.
the governance model and land use planning
Yes, the Act is visionary. But it was a lack of land use planning which inspired the Act.  
Today, land use planning is our key to preserving and protecting. Does the planning 
process make best use of the potential of the Act?
Our Islands Trust website says "the Islands Trust is a unique federation of local  
governments", but that is only half the story.
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Trust Council and island government LTCs are bound by legislation - both the 
"preserve and protect" Trust object and Trust policy to implement the object. These 
are the statutory instruments of confederation in the governance model.

a unique governance model with confederation and federation components

The Islands Trust is both a confederation and a federation. Both components are  
needed throughout the land use planning process to preserve and protect.

preserve and protect agricultural soil ecosystems and agricultural lands

Of the Trust area amenities and environments, I will use the example of agricultural  
soil ecosystems and agricultural lands.

Arguably, agricultural land in the Trust area is wholly dependent on the agricultural  
soil ecosystems. Few would dispute that both must be preserved and protected in 
policy and by regulation. That sentence rolls off the tongue, but is there both policy  
and regulation? A quick answer is that yes, there is Trust policy but regulation is - at  
best - once removed to federation member Land Use Bylaw (LUB) regulation.

recitals of the 1996 protocol agreement between ALC and the Islands Trust

The 1996 protocol agreement and letter of understanding between the Agricultural  
Land Commission (ALC) and Islands Trust are important confederation tools to  
protect agricultural soil and farmland. There is room for improvement.

The 1996 protocol agreement recitals state that the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR)  
is part of the unique amenities of the Trust area and further that the protection of ALR  
land is shared between the two jurisdictions. The implications are important and  
should persuade. However these two recitals should be part of the binding agreement.

an example from the North Pender federation member

For North Pender, for instance, LUB regulation is silent on directive Trust agriculture 
and soil resource policies.

After five years of contention and controversial land use planning process, a current  
draft LUB amendment would allow a land use which I argue is contrary to both an  
order of the Agricultural Land Commission and contrary to Trust policy. ALR land  
was unnecessarily used for an access road. Despite the conflict, the bylaw was sent for  
agency review.

The land was an immediate casualty in 2012. Although there is statutory provision for  
remediation, prime agricultural soil was stripped and replaced with fill from a regional  
district infrastructure project.
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Trust Council should ask: How could it have happened? 

My point is that had Trust policy been applied as a 'filter' to rezoning and ALC referral  
applications, to Staff Report advice to the LTC and to LTC decisions, it should not  
have happened.

which suggests a Trust area regulatory Land Use Bylaw (Appendix 1)

Had there been zone independent Trust area regulation, it would not have happened.

Please do ask Staff for a copy of my delegation submission to the LTC for 23Nov2017 
- a copy which has not been redacted.

the 2007 Stantec consultant's report for local planning services (Appendix 2)

Finally, recall a 2007 consultant's report intended to guide improved efficiency for  
Local Planning Services. Stantec recommended changes to improve efficiency but the  
consultant didn't address the effectiveness of land use planning in furthering the Trust  
object. To the contrary, the consultant notes as follows: 

"The existing structure of governance for the Islands Trust is, of course, one of the  
issues that create complexity for planning in the area. From the perspective of LPS,  
there would be benefits from a more streamlined governance structure."

The consultant's statement flies in the face of careful checks and balances in the Act to  
preserve and protect. And the public asks - is the Local Planning Service taking the  
consultant's opinion at face value? Is there evidence that the confederation component  
is put in the back seat while local federation interests dominate. Yes, I think there is.

In conclusion, my submission should raise important questions for Trust Council.

i) I advocate for  regulation corresponding to - at the least - directive Trust policy. That  
might be called Trust Policy Regulation or a Trust Area Land Use Bylaw.

ii) Islands Trust confederation and federation policy and regulation are needed to 
effectively preserve and protect. But zone independent confederation policy and  
regulation are the greater need.

iii) Trust Council might ask for a qualified third party audit. How effective is the local  
planning service in advising decision makers to preserve and protect, as required by  
the Islands Trust Act - while at the same time advising the LTCs on considering  
applications for changes in land use, as required by the Local Government Act?

Michael Sketch
North Pender
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Appendix 1
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Appendix 2
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